We construct an effective superpotential that describes dynamical flavor symmetry breaking in supersymmetric N =1 SO(Nc) theories with N f -flavor quarks for N f ≥ Nc. Our superpotential induces spontaneous flavor symmetry breaking of SU (N f ) down to SO(Nc) × SU (N f − Nc) as nonabelian residual groups and respects the anomaly-matching property owing to the appearance of massless composite Nambu-Goldstone superfields. In massive SO(Nc) theories, our superpotential provides holomorphic decoupling property and consistent vacuum structure with instanton effect if Nc −2 quarks remain massless. This superpotential may reflect the remnant of physics corresponding to N =2 SO(Nc) theories near the Chebyshev point, which also exhibits dynamical flavor symmetry breaking. PACS: 11.15.Ex, 11.15.Tk, 11.30.Rd, 11.30.Pb The phase structure of strongly coupled N =1 supersymmetric (SUSY) gauge theories can be determined by perturbing well-understood N = 2 gauge theories [1, 2] . The N =1 supersymmetric quantum chromodynamics (SQCD) with N c -colors and N f -flavors is well described by the N =1 duality [3, 4] for N f ≥ N c + 2 using dual quarks. The similar dual description is also applicable to other gauge theories such as those based on SO(N c ) [5, 6] . However, it is only possible to theoretically confirm the validity of the N =1 duality by embedding it in softly broken N =2 theories. Since the N =2 theories are so constrained, it is not possible to cover the confining physics for all ranges of N f for a given N c . In SQCD with N f < 3N c , the N =1 duality is believed to describe its physics for N f ≥ N c +2 as long as dual quarks have N f − N c colors [3, 7] while the N =2 duality supports the N =1 duality only if N f > 3N c /2, where SQCD is characterized by an interacting Coulomb phase [8] .
The phase structure of strongly coupled N =1 supersymmetric (SUSY) gauge theories can be determined by perturbing well-understood N = 2 gauge theories [1, 2] . The N =1 supersymmetric quantum chromodynamics (SQCD) with N c -colors and N f -flavors is well described by the N =1 duality [3, 4] for N f ≥ N c + 2 using dual quarks. The similar dual description is also applicable to other gauge theories such as those based on SO(N c ) [5, 6] . However, it is only possible to theoretically confirm the validity of the N =1 duality by embedding it in softly broken N =2 theories. Since the N =2 theories are so constrained, it is not possible to cover the confining physics for all ranges of N f for a given N c . In SQCD with N f < 3N c , the N =1 duality is believed to describe its physics for N f ≥ N c +2 as long as dual quarks have N f − N c colors [3, 7] while the N =2 duality supports the N =1 duality only if N f > 3N c /2, where SQCD is characterized by an interacting Coulomb phase [8] .
In SO(N c ) gauge theories (with N f < 3(N c − 2)), the similar question on the validity of N =1 duality has lately been raised [6] by noticing the existence of the Chebyshev point in N =2 gauge theories. Physics near the Chebyshev point is found to be characterized by the presence of dynamical flavor symmetry breaking due to the condensation of mesons, which should be contrasted with the absence of flavor symmetry breaking in the N =1 duality. Although, in the N =1 limit, the Chebyshev point appears to merge with the ordinary singular point, where the flavor symmetries remain unbroken, we speculate that there is a strictly stable phase with dynamical flavor symmetry breaking even in the N =1 limit, which reflects the N =2 physics near the Chebyshev point.
In this paper, we suggest that the low-energy degree of freedom in confining SO(N c ) theories with N f ≥ N c is provided by Nambu-Goldstone superfields associated with the dynamical flavor symmetry breaking, which is well regulated by our proposed effective superpotential. Although there is no direct proof that out superpotential is related to the N =1 physics derived from the N =2 physics near the Chebyshev point, we expect that it describes the N =1 physics since it passes three consistency checks offered by the holomorphic decoupling property, the instanton physics and the anomaly-matching property [9, 10] . There have also been several discussions on the possible existence of such a flavor symmetry breaking phase in the case of SQCD with N f ≥ N c +2 [11] [12] [13] [14] .
We start with the classic construction of an effective superpotential [11, 15, 16] , which is invariant under the transformations under all the symmetries and is compatible with the response from an anomalous U (1) anom symmetry. Namely, we require that not only it is invariant under an anomaly free SU (N f ) × U (1) R symmetry, where quark superfields have (N f − N c + 2)/N f as a U (1) R charge, but also it is equipped with the transformation property under U (1) anom broken by the instanton effect, which is represented by δL ∼ F µνF µν , where L represents the lagrangian of the SO(N c ) theory and F µν (F µν ∼ ǫ µνρσ F ρσ ) is a gauge field strength. In the rest of discussions, we follows the same strategy as the one developed in Ref. [11] to examine vacuum structure in the SO(N c ) theory, where we use the freedom that cannot be determined by symmetries and holomorphy [16, 17] . In SO(N c ) theories with N f ≥ N c , the resulting superpotential, W eff , with quark masses included is given by [18] W eff = S ln
with an arbitrary function, f (Z), to be determined, where Λ is the scale of the SO(N c ) theory and m i is the mass of the i-th quark. The fields, S and T , are composite superfields defined by
where chiral quark superfields and chiral gauge superfields are, respectively, denoted by Q i A and W [AB] for i, j = 1 ∼ N f and A, B = 1 ∼ N c . The remaining field denoted by Z describes an effective field defined by
where
since we are restricted to study the case with N f ≥ N c . We use the notation of Z = BT N f −Nc B/det(T ). Note that Z is neutral under the entire chiral symmetries including U (1) anom and the Z-dependence of f (Z) cannot be determined by the symmetry principle.
Two comments are in order:
1. Since the SO(N c ) theory has color-antisymmetric gauge fields, there are lots of composite fields containing both quarks and chiral gauge fields. Whether these composites are light or not can only be examined by the anomaly-matching property of our superpotential normally dictated by the Nambu-Goldstone superfields. It will be found that these composites need not enter in the low-energy degree of freedom.
2. The explicit use of the redundant field of S is essential in our discussions. The vacuum structure of the SO(N c ) theory can be more transparent if we study dynamics of the SO(N c ) theory in terms of S by taking a softly broken SO(N c ) theory in its SUSY limit.
It is readily understood that if one flavor becomes heavy, our superpotential exhibits a holomorphic decoupling property. Let the N f -th flavor be massive and others be massless, then we have
The field, T , can be divided intoT with a light flavor (N f − 1) × (N f − 1) submatrix and T N f N f and also B into light flavoredB and heavy flavored parts. The off-diagonal elements of T and the heavy flavored B vanish at the minimum, where T N f N f = S/m is derived. Inserting this relation into Eq. (5), we finally obtain
. Thus, we are left with Eq. (1) with N f − 1 massless flavors. This decoupling is successively applied to the SO(N c ) theory until N f is reduced to N c .
In the massless SO(N c ) theory, it should be noted that if S is integrated out [19] , one reaches the following superpotential for the massless SO(N c ) theory:
Since W ′ eff vanishes in the classical limit, where the constraint of BT N f −Nc B = det (T ), namely Z = 1, is satisfied, we find that f (1) = 0. The simplest form of f (Z) can be given by
which gives
The massive SO(N c ) theory can also be analyzed by considering the instanton contributions from the gauginos and N f quarks in the massless SO(N c ) theory. The instanton contributions can be expressed as
where ψ (λ) is a spinor component of Q (S). In the case with N f − N c + 2 massive quarks labeled by i=N c − 1 ∼ N f , this instanton amplitude is further transformed into [20] Nc−2 a=1
where π i represents the scalar component of T ii and c is a non-vanishing coefficient. On the other hand, our superpotential yields the conditions of ∂W eff /∂π λ = 0 and ∂W eff /∂π i = 0 for i = N c − 1 ∼ N f and gives π λ /π i = m i (i = N c ∼ N f ) and (1 − α)π λ /π i = m i (i = N c − 2 and N c − 1) known as the Konishi anomaly relation [21] , where α = zf ′ (z)/f (z) for z = 0|Z|0 . We find that
These two relations of Eqs. (12) and (11) show that the mass dependence in f (z) is completely cancelled. The absence of this mass dependence is a clear indication of the consistency of our superpotential of Eq.(1). Since (1 − α) 2 f (z) = 1/c ( =0), we obtain that f (z) =0 or equivalently z = 1 for Eq. (8) . Therefore, the classical constraint, corresponding to z = 1, should be modified for this massive SO(N c ) theory. Now, we discuss the vacuum structure in the massless SO(N c ) theory. It is obvious that our superpotential allows all vacuum expectation values (VEV's) to vanish [5] . In this case, since the anomaly-matching is not satisfied by original massless composite fields, the SO(N c ) theory should employ magnetic degree's of freedom called magnetic quarks [5] . However, we will advocate the possible existence of another vacuum with non-vanishing VEV's determined by the superpotential of Eq.(9), which yields dynamical breakdown of the flavor symmetry of SU (N f ) × U (1) R compatible with the anomaly-matching property. Both vacua become the correct vacua with the same vanishing vacuum energy since they are supported by appropriate effective superpotentials described by either magnetic quarks or by composites made of the original quarks.
To find the spontaneous symmetry-breaking solution, we rely upon on the plausible theoretical expectation that the SUSY theory has a smooth limit to the SUSY-preserving phase from the SUSY-breaking phase. In order to see solely the SUSY breaking effect, we adopt the simplest term that is invariant under the whole flavor symmetries, which is given by the following mass term, L mass , for the scalar quarks, φ
Together with the potential term arising from W eff , we find that
with the definition of W eff;i ≡ ∂W eff /∂π i , etc., where π λ and π B , respectively, represent the scalar components of S and B [12···Nc] . 1 The coefficient G T comes from the Kählar potential, K, which is assumed to be diagonal, ∂ 2 K/∂T ik * ∂T jℓ 1 Other fields such as scalar components of T ij with i = j can be set to vanish at the minimum of V eff ; therefore, we omit these terms.
, and similarly for G B = G B (B † B) and G S = G S (S † S). Since we are interested in the SUSY-breaking phase in the vicinity of the SUSY-preserving phase, the leading terms of µ 2 are sufficient to control the SUSY breaking effects. Namely, we assume that µ 2 /Λ 2 ≪ 1. Since the original flavor symmetries do not provide the consistent anomaly-matching property, the SO(N c ) dynamics requires that some of the π acquire non-vanishing VEV's so that it triggers dynamical symmetry breaking that supplies the Nambu-Goldstone bosons to produce appropriate anomalies. In the SUSY limit, this breaking simultaneously supplies massless quasi Nambu-Goldstone fermions that also produce appropriate anomalies. If all anomalies are saturated by these Nambu-Goldstone superfields, flavor symmetries cease to undergo further dynamical breakdown. Therefore, the SO(N c ) dynamics at least allows one of the π i (i=1 ∼ N f ) to develop a VEV and let this be labeled by i = 1:
This VEV is determined by solving ∂V eff /∂π i = 0 that yields
for a=1∼N c , 2 where β = zα ′ and
The SUSY breaking effect is specified by µ 2 |π 1 | 2 in Eq. (16) through M 2 because of π 1 = 0. This effect is also contained in W eff;λ and X B . From Eq. (16) with ∂W eff;a = (1 − α)π λ /π a (a = 1 ∼ N c ), we find that
It is obvious that π a =1 = 0 cannot satisfy Eq. (18) . In fact, π a =1 = π 1 is a solution to this problem, leading to
As a whole, all the |π a | for a=1 ∼ N c dynamically acquire the same VEV once one of these |π a | receives a VEV.
Let us estimate each VEV for composite superfields. Since the classical constraint of f (z) = 0 is to be proved to receive no modification at the SUSY minimum, this breaking effect can arise as tiny deviation of f (z) from 0 in the SUSY-breaking vacuum, which is denoted by ξ ≡ 1 − z (≪ 1). After a little calculus, we find
in the leading order of ξ, whose µ-dependence can be fixed by solving the set of equations of ∂V eff /∂π i,B,λ = 0. In the softly broken SO(N c ) theory, our superpotential indicates the breakdown of all chiral symmetries. We expect that this phenomenon persists to occur in the SUSY limit of µ → 0 or equivalently ξ → 0. At the SUSY minimum with the suggested vacuum of |π a=1∼Nc | = Λ 2 T , we find the classical constraint of f (z) = 0, which is derived by using W eff;λ = 0 and by noticing that π λ /π i=Nc+1∼N f = 0 from W eff;i = 0. In the SUSY limit, π i=Nc+1∼N f vanish to recover chiral SU (N f − N c ) symmetry and π λ vanishes to recover chiral U (1) symmetry. The symmetry breaking is thus described by
where U ( This dynamical breaking can really persist in the SUSY limit only if the anomaly-matching property is respected by composite superfields. The anomaly-matching property is easily seen by the use of the complementarity [9, 22] . This dynamical breakdown of SU (N f ) × U (1) R can also be realized by the corresponding Higgs phase defined by 0|φ
The anomaly-matching is trivially satisfied in the Higgs phase, whose spectrum is found to be precisely equal to that of the massless composite Nambu-Goldstone superfields represented by T ab with Tr(T ab ) = 0, T ia and a linear combination of Tr(T ab ) and
No other composite fields such as those including gauge chiral superfields are not present in the low-energy spectrum. Our superpotential, thus, assures that the anomaly-matching is a dynamical consequence.
Summarizing our discussions, we have examined the dynamics of the SO(N c ) theory with N c ≤ N f (< 3(N c − 2) ) based on the effective superpotential:
This superpotential is equivalent to the following superpotential:
We have found that our superpotential respects 1. holomorphic decoupling property, 2. correct vacuum structure with instanton physics when N c −2 quarks become massless and others remain massive, 3. dynamical breakdown of the flavor SU (N c ) symmetry described by
in the massless SO(N c ) theory and 4. consistent anomaly-matching property due to the emergence of the Nambu-Goldstone superfields.
The explicit VEV's for composite superfields induced by our flavor-blind soft SUSY-breaking are calculated to be:
where ξ → 0 gives the SUSY limit. The estimation clearly shows that the onset of the flavor-blind soft SUSYbreaking completely breaks the residual chiral symmetries of SU (N f − N c ) and U ( 
which measures the parameter ξ.
Since the dynamical flavor symmetry breaking can be consistently described by W ′ eff of Eq. (22), we speculate that the N =1 physics controlled by W ′ eff reflects the remnant of the N =2 physics near the Chebyshev point, where the dynamical flavor symmetry breaking is a must. We also hope that the advent of the powerful theoretical tools to implement chiral fermions in lattice formulation [23] of the SO(N c ) dynamics and of powerful computers to perform lattice simulation reveals the real physics of the SO(N c ) theory.
